
Our Research and Initiatives continue to 
empower climate action despite pandemic 
limitations:  

Online: Game Day was launched online 
at the Climate Adaptation Week 
Groningen in January 2021. Participants 
can join our activities from anywhere in 
the world!

In-person Game Days were successfully 
organized in a safe and friendly 
environment with organizations 
including Waddenfonds, Leiden 
University and Lund University. 

Available in Spanish: Game Day is 
now available in Spanish connecting with 
groups in Chile and Mexico. 

COP26: Minions of Disruptions were 
present at the Water Pavilion at COP26  
both online and in Glasgow. 

Dirt Day: A new initiative developed to 
promote permaculture at community 
level. First activity was successfully 
hosted in Amsterdam in October. 

2021 in Review

Year of Trials and Progress!
We continue to adapt our initiatives to the global COVID-19 pandemic. After moving our operational 
activities mostly online in the first half of the year, we slowly opened up to more physical presence 
towards the second half of the year. We continue to develop new initiatives and expanding our 
network and outreach, testing our organization’s ability to adapt, and inspire innovation.

Knowledge sharing: Initiated 
research activities to analyze and 
share results with broader 
community practitioners.

Marketing effort extending from increased 
LinkedIn presence to podcast interviews 
with Can’t Take the Heat from Red Cross 
Red Crescent Climate Centre and Kritische 
Denken based in Belgium.

Networking partnership started to develop 
with Simavi to adapt the board game to 
the Kenyan context. The project idea is 
nominated and selected as one of the 
Partos Award finalists. 

Day of Adaptation maintained an active 
core group of volunteers and even 
recruited our first intern to amp up our 
research and innovation efforts. 

New board leadership: Sharon Smit joined 
as the Chairperson and Perle 
Laouenan-Catchpole as Secretary. 

Day of Adaptation empowers people and organizations to 
understand, accept and commit to climate action. Through 
participating in our activities, teams and organizations are 
inspired to take innovative climate action together.d a y a d . o r g
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Thoughts from our participants

“In a light-hearted way, it helps start the 
conversation about the range of difficult issues 
any organisation or community needs to work 
on right now.” — Jem Bendell,  Professor of 
sustainability leadership at University of 
Cumbria, UK

“I really felt that we were together in the same 
fight, albeit on different sides of the Atlantic. 
That feeling of community really helps me to 
bear the stress and the anxiety that I feel when 
studying climate change.” - Juan Pablo Toledo 
Hormazabal, climate activist based in Chile

Reflections from team members! 
“It’s awesome to be working in a team that is 
communicative, interested, and supportive – 
it’s allowed the process to be wholly 
collaborative from the start.”  - Julia Eichhorn

“That experience opened for me a door 
through a voluntary effort where a group of 
high engage climate activists are making a 
difference in the acknowledgement of climate 
change from an optimistic perspective.” - 
Carlos Alonso
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2021 by the Numbers

18
Volunteers

294 
Participants

19
Game Day, 

Dialogue Day 
and Dirt Day 

activities10
Organizations 

served

Municipality of 
Groningen, Deep 

Adaptation Forum, 
Waddenfonds, 

Leiden University, 
Richmond Vale 

Academy, University 
of Philippines, etc.

 1200+ 
Volunteer 

hours



Day of Adaptation Financial Statement 2021

1. Reporting period

The financial statements cover the period 1 January 2021, until and including 31
December 2021. Sources: Balance Sheet (internal link) and Income Statement (internal
link)

2. Balance sheet

Assets 2021 2020

Cash and Cash Equivalents € 6,818 € 862

Total Assets € 6,818 € 862

Liabilities 2021 2020

Loans and Account Payables € 24,927 € 24,370

Net Assets €(18,109) €(23,508)

Total Liabilities € 6,818 € 862

3. Statement of income and expenditure

2021 2020

Revenue

Donations € 218 € 283

Other revenue

Programme income €11,021 € 614

Total Revenue €11,239 € 897

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12Kivib6qP6yMUobgH1Ou37hNF5Mln6XB/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q4c5SpLnJQahJnhmb-s0YndQAzyjENSn/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q4c5SpLnJQahJnhmb-s0YndQAzyjENSn/view?usp=sharing


2021 2020

Expense

Expenditure on objective € 517 € 2,103

Management and administration costs € 5,323 € 3,991

Total Expense € 5,840 € 6,094

4. Cash flow statement

2021

Total Liquid assets as of 1 Jan, 2021 €862,-

Cashflow from operational activities

Cash received from programmes €11.239,-

Operational expenses (€ 5.840,-)

€5,399,-

Cashflow from financing activities

Account payable €557,-

€557,-

Cashflow from investing activities 0

Increase / Decrease in funds € 6.818,-

Total liquid asset as of 31 Dec, 2021 € 6.818,-

5. Other information

Employees
The Foundation does not employ any employees.

Directors
The directors of the Foundation did not receive any remuneration for the year under review.



6. Proposal for the result breakdown

It is proposed that the loan for the 2021 financial year is to be repaid in the next five years.

7. Tax status

Corporation tax
The Foundation has ANBI status and is not subject to corporate tax.

Haarlem, 26 February, 2022

The board:
Sharon Smit (Chairperson)
Perle Laouenan-Catchpole (secretary)
Paul Pietjouw (Treasurer)


